Responses collected from dependent clusters are affected by the dependence among clusters and it should be taken into account in modeling such responses. In this study, a new approach was evaluated to incorporate cluster dependence in generalized linear Poisson mixed models for count responses from dependent clusters. Performance of this approach was evaluated by using a simulation process under three different designs and different covariates. The Marginal Generalized Quasi-likelihood (GQL) method was used for estimation of parameters with the cluster dependence. Monte Carlo likelihood (MCL) and Penalized Quasi-likelihood (PQL) estimates also were obtained for the purpose of comparison. Proposed approach was tested with a real data set also. The proposed approach, with the incorporation of cluster dependence, gives better estimates for both fixed effects and variance of random effects with low standard errors with compared to the estimates obtained by ignoring the cluster dependence. Therefore, the proposed approach can be used for modeling count responses from a dependent cluster set up.
INTRODUCTION
Discrete data analysis is used in most of fields, and it consists of the analysis of count or binary data. Count data may be recorded for a cluster (panel, group or family). Depending on the situation, a cluster may be an individual or a set of individuals. A family in a village, a district in a province, a plot in a field, or even a location in an area may be considered as a cluster.
When a set of clusters is considered, they may be independent or dependent on others based on distances among clusters. When clusters have situated far away from each other, dependence among clusters is negligible, and clusters are assumed to be independent. But, this assumption is violated when clusters are closer to each other, because clusters tend to be dependent on other, especially on adjacent clusters. In this case, when responses from clusters are studied, effects come through dependence among clusters are also should be taken into consideration.
As a real example, assume that a researcher is interested to know effects of certain factors such as gender, educational level, and age on number of visits by family members to a family doctor (a measure for health status) within a year. In this example, families under study can be considered as clusters. It is obvious that health status of a family depends on the environment, especially on health status of adjacent families. Degree of dependence on health status of other families changes depending on distances among families. If families are far away from others, dependence of health status of a family on adjacent families may be negligible. When families are nearby, health status of a family is affected by its' adjacent families. This dependence can changes the effects of factors mentioned above. Therefore, in modeling effects of such factors on response, dependence among clusters also should be taken into account. Otherwise, effects of those factors may be incorrectly estimated.
A few authors have studied this problem for responses in continuous scale as well as in discrete scale.
Mariathas and Sutradhar [1] have studied this sort of dependence from locations for continuous responses with the linear mixed model by forming families of locations and relevant location specific random effects. 
where r x is a p-dimensional vector of covariates recorded for r th location, β is the regression covariate effects,  r w is the weight vector corresponding to random effects vector n n n n Cov y y n n n n n
where rs n is the number of correlated pairs of locations among * * r s n n  locations.
The moment-generalized least square hybrid method and maximum likelihood methods have been used to estimate  parameters in model (1) , while the method of moments and maximum likelihood method have been used to estimate the variance of random effect, the variance of random error and the spatial correlation. A simulation study has been used to test performances of this method.
As in above study, many authors have studied different covariance structures in spatial setup for continuous data. Cressie [2] , Jones and Vecchia [3] , Berger et al. [4] , Gelfand et al. [5] , Cressie and Johannesson [6] 
), where h is the euclidean norm of distance h, and 2  is the variance of the random covariate.
All these correlation structures decay as the distance between two objects increases. With the spectral approach, Jones and Vecchia [3] have used the above three correlation structures for modeling spatial continuous data by using ARMA models. Based on Bayesian approaches, Berger et al. [4] and Gelfand et al. [5] have exploited some other covariance functions for continuous scale data.
A few studies are available for discrete responses also. Clayton and Kaldor [7] have used some nonlinear mixed models (including gamma and log-normal) to estimate relative risk 
where i  is the random effect belongs to i th cluster. In this case, they assumed a log-normal distribution for i  , and the dependence of clusters has been incorporated via the random effects of adjacent clusters. Dependency among clusters has been modelled by applying conditional auto-regressive (CAR) model having the following properties.
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The case of equi-correlated random effects has been considered in the second situation.
While the expected value of s y has been derived
Under the set up of equi-correlated random effects, the covariance between two locations s y and w y is given in the form Cov Y Y n n n n n n n n n n n 
Hence,
The expected value of response i y can be derived as,
The expected value of squared response
and the variance of response i y is given by
At the second stage, cluster dependence was incorporated through the following correlation structure for random errors 
Then, the variance of w is derived as
Therefore, according to (19), the moment generating function of w is,
Then, expectation of product of responses i y and j y is given by 
Covariance between responses i y and j y can be formed as 
Expectation of product of squared responses can be found as
Therefore covariance of squared responses is
Hence, correlation of squared responses can be obtained by 
In case i  are uncorrelated, random effects  's also be independent. Under this situation, the same expected value and the variance can be obtained. But, covariance of first order responses and second order responses become zero, implying that responses are independent. i.e. 
Then, the expectation and variance of count response of the i th cluster are given respectively by,
and
Under the following correlation structure for i
covariance between i y and j y can be obtained as,
Further, the covariance between 
Simulation Study
The performance of proposed approach was tested by using a simulation study, as done in the literature, based on a sequence of linearly connected 100 clusters as shown in Fig. 1 cluster was generated as explained below. First, a random number was generated from the standard normal distribution (normal distribution with zero mean and variance one), say number is Count responses were generated based on the assumption that conditional on random effects, count responses follow Poisson probability distribution, that is /~( )
Then, i z variables were formed by using
Cluster dependence incorporated random effects were modeled by using the i z variables as Generalized quasi likelihood estimates were obtained with the incorporation of cluster dependence. Further, for the purpose of comparison, Penalized Quassi likelihood and Monte Carlo likelihood estimates also were obtained. The performance of estimates was compared by using the simulated mean (SM: average of converged values of estimates of parameters) and the simulated standard error (SSE). R software was used for simulation process. Penalized Quassi likelihood estimates were obtained by using glmmPQL function in glmmPQL package and Monte Carlo likelihood estimates were obtained by using glmm function in the glmm package.
Estimation of Parameters

Generalized quasi-likelihood
Marginal generalized quasi-likelihood (GQL) estimating equations of Sutradhar [9] were used to estimate covariates effects and variance of random effects, based on Gauss-Newton iterative procedure. In estimating those parameters, it is assumed that value of  and 
The solution of this was also obtained by using the iterative equation 
Penalized Quasi-likelihood
The PQL approach assumes that the random effects i  are fixed effects parameters and estimate them along with  , before estimating 
Montecarlo likelihood
In this approach, estimates are obtained by approximating the following likelihood,
Estimates for  and 
N K 
McCulloch's EM algorithm
This algorithm is as follows. . 
Choose starting values for
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of Simulation
The proposed approach gave accurate estimates for all parameters 1 
 
under all designs are given in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 , and A plot of generated responses and estimated responses by using the fitted model with estimates obtained using proposed approach, are given in Fig. 3 . Lines of both generated and estimated responses take the same pattern with low deviations in values. These lines also confirm suitability of estimates obtained from the proposed approach. 
An Application
Performance of proposed approach was tested by using Scottish lip cancer data set (Table 5 in appendix 2) which has been used for several studies. Data have been collected over a period of five years by covering 56 districts (counties) in Scotland. Data set contains observed and expected counts of lip cancer, the latitude and longitude of each county. The expected counts have been found based on population, its age and sex distribution in each county. Further the percentage of population engaged in agriculture, fishing or forestry (PAFF) is available as a covariate. Adjacent districts for each county also have been given.
In this study, while PAFF was used as the covariate, available observed counts were used as the responses to obtain expected counts under the proposed approach. The covariance of responses was found based on the given adjacent districts. It was assumed that all adjacent districts have the same dependence with the respective district. Under the approach, estimates of  and Table  6 below. This says that correlation among adjacent districts is about 0.2. Table 6 , counts were estimated. Accuracy of estimated counts were found by using mean error (ME), mean absolute deviation (MAD), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and they are given in Table 7 . ME, MAD, and MAPE obtained by using observed and expected values in the data set are listed under APP-0, while the results for proposed approach are listed under APP-1. This approach has given closer values for ME, MAD and MAPE. 
CONCLUSION
Results obtained for the simulated data and real data, confirm that proposed approach give better estimates for the parameters in the model with low standard deviation for moderate cluster dependence. Therefore, the proposed approach can be used to incorporate cluster dependencies in modeling count data from dependent clusters by using Poisson mixed models when there is weak or moderate dependence among adjacent clusters.
Under the simulation study, this approach was evaluated for a linear set up of clusters. As a lag length, one (d=1) was used. , In that, dependence of two nearest clusters in left and right side to the given cluster was considered. By using a larger value for d, accuracy of estimates could be improved. In the application of proposed approach for the cancer data, dependence of more than two clusters (counties) was considered because clusters (counties) in the cancer data sets are not having a linear setup and each cluster is dependent on more than two clusters. This confirms that the proposed approach is applicable even for non linear set up of clusters. According to Sutradhar [9] , GQL estimation approach always gives consistent estimates. Therefore, in this study, GQL estimation method was used for parameter estimation.
Method suggested by Wijekoon et al. [8] , requires formation of spatial families of clusters (locations), decomposition of formed families, identification of common and uncommon locations to families, and identification of correlated random effects. Hence, it is a long procedure. With compared their method,
proposed approach by this study is simpler and easy to perform. At the same time, the proposed approach gives lower standard errors for estimates with compared to method suggested by Wijekoon et al. [8] .
This study can be extended for nominal or ordinal scale responses as further research. At the same time, case that random effects are having different variances also can be taken for further studies.
APPENDIX 1. SIMULATED RESULTS
Under each design of covariates, 0.0 was used as the initial value of all parameters: 1  ; 2  ; and 3  , while 0.1 was used as the initial value of 
